
           ECONOMICS AND ORGANIZATION OF CONSTRUCTION 

 

I am a student of the economic department. It was 

founded in 1966 and in 1974 the first 141 

economists graduated from it. 

Economic department trains students of 3 

specialties: 1) economics and organization of 

construction; 2) economics and organization of 

engineering industry; 3) economics and 

organization of  timber industry. Thus we my say 

it trains specialists for three main branches of the 

Far East national economy.  

I study economics and organization of 

construction. After graduation from the institute I 

may work in any field of construction, at a trust 

and a planning department, at any economic 

analysis laboratory, at research institutes, etc. A 

lot of our graduates work at different departments 

of  central board  such as: 1) industrial 

technique; 2) contract; 3) book-keeping. An 

economist is to analyse the economic activity of a 

building organization, a department, a bureau; to 

find the most advisable affective  materials, 

structural elements, technology of their 

manufacturing; to find optimal technological 

methods and organization of construction. That’s 

why profound knowledge of the fundamentals of  

economics, of the theory and  practice of 

management of scientific organization, of new 

methods of planning and economic stimulation is  

quite necessary for a future economist. 

Various apparatus and instruments are at the 

economist’s disposal. To gather and process 

a lot of information and find the optimal solution 

an economist can’t  do without different slide-

rules, arithmometers and computers. 

 

 

 
 

Department- отдел; 

Economics- экономика; 

Branch- отрасль, поле 

деятельности; 

Economic- экономический; 

 Field – поле, область 

деятельности; 

Еconomics and organization of 

the engineering industry- 

экономика и организация 

машиностроения; 

Еconomics and organization of 

timber industry- экономика и 

организация лесной 

промышленности; 

Trust- трест; 

Analysis-анализ; 

Graduatе- выпускник; 

Technique-техника, технические 

приёмы; 

Manufacturing- производство; 

Knowledge- знание (ия); 

Fundamentals- основы; 

Slide-rules- логарифмическая 

линейка; 

To gather- собирать 

Answer the following questions: 

1. Where do you study? 

2. What is your future specialty? 

3. What department do you study at? 

4. When was it founded? 

5. What specialists does this department train? 

6. Where may graduates of this department work? 

7. What knowledge must a future economist have? 

 

 



1. Read the following texts. Give a written translation into Russian 

 

The Study of Economics and Organization of Production 

You are in the study of economics at Pacific National University. This study is of great 

help for students in their independent and experimental work. Here a student may have 

everything he needs to carry out his course or graduation paper. The study of economics 

occupies a large and light room. There are about 40 work-places, 2 at each table. The 

whole room is fitted up for working at such  special subjects as scientific organization of 

labour, planning and economic stimulation, statistics, etc. Students may consult the 

following tables and diagrams: 1). Stage of development and  introduction of scientific 

organization of labour.2). The classification of circulating funds.3). The classification of 

fixed funds.4). The scheme of income distribution using a new system.5). The scheme of 

cost formation and so on. To process a lot of  data students may borrow different 

operators from the study. Drawing boards, slide-rules,  arithmometers,  a machine doing 

sums at the disposal of students. The shelves are full of periodicals. Here you can see: 

«World Economics», «Herald of Statistics», «Book-keeping Calculation» etc. And it goes 

without saying students can  be helped here by experienced teachers.  

 

2. Превратите следующий текст в диалог 

I am student of the economic department. It trains students of 3  specielities for three 

main branches of the Far East national economy. I study economics and organization of 

construction. After graduation from the Institute I may work in any field or construction, 

at research institutes and in different departments of a central board. An economist is to 

analyze the economic activity of  a building organization, to find the most advisable 

effective materials, structural elements, technology of their manufacturing. 

 


